Homework No. 4  
(due at beginning of class Monday, April 26)

Mid-Quarter Course Evaluation (This is anonymous, so do not put your name on this form)

Please provide me with feedback on the direction and quality of the course at this point in the term. Answer the questions based upon your experience in the course so far.

1. Rate each of the following on a scale of A (good) to E (bad) in terms of how helpful/adequate it is to you in learning the material. Feel free to add comments.
   lectures   A B C D E
   handouts   A B C D E
   readings   A B C D E
   homeworks  A B C D E
   quizzes    A B C D E
   midterm    A B C D E

2. How do you feel about class sessions? Do you understand where we have been, where we are going? How well organized are the classes? Are the topics sensibly motivated? Are new terminology and concepts explained and defined adequately?

3. How is the speed at which the class is proceeding?
   much too slowly   too slowly   at the right pace   too quickly   much too quickly

4. Do you feel comfortable about expressing yourself in class? Asking questions? Do your questions get answered to your satisfaction?

5. Is there something I do that bothers you, such as: speak too quickly, write illegibly, block your view of the screen/blackboard, give confusing explanations, etc.?

6. Are there any topics that you would have liked to have covered in the first part of the course or that you would like to cover in the remaining part of the course?

7. Other comments or suggestions?